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Shell fragments from an earlier described locality at Brenni on Romerike are dated by 1�C to
9730 ± 160 BP. The date gives an age for the Hauerseter delta.

During Quaternary geological mapping in the
Romerike area (Longva 1987) a shell locality at
Brenni (Fig. 1), about 3km east-northeast of
Jessheim, was recovered and excavated. The
locality, situated on the distal part of the Bauer
seter delta, has been described earlier by
Holmboe (1924) and Øyen (1924). They both
found fragments and some unbroken shells of
Ba/anus crenatus and Mytilus edulis in clay
(Holmboe) and gravelly sand (Øyen). These sedi
ments were deposited on bedrock and capped by
a sand bed.
The excavated site Iies 197m a.s.l. 300m east
of the farm Brenni and about 17-18m north of
the highest point of a bedrock exposure on the
field (UTM 247711).

silt and in the lowermost part shell fragments are
common. In between this clay and the cultivated
soil on top there is a ca. 0.45 m thick well-sorted,
homogeneous glacifluvial sand, which is inter
preted as a distal deposit of the Hauerseter ice
marginal delta.

Dating
A sample with shell fragments from the lowermost
unit was washed in water and the best preserved
pieces of both Balanus and Mytilus were chosen
for 14C-dating. The 14C-dating yielded an age of
9730 ± 160BP.

Discussion
Lithostratigraphy
The lithostratigraphy consists of three main units
above bedrock (Fig. 2). At the bottom a bed with
layers of gravel, sand and silt/clay occurs. This
bed shows an inclined stratification more or less
parallel to the bedrock surface underneath.
Rounded pebbles are common and these particles
often Iie in a shell matrix. Both fragments of
Balanus and Mytilus are present (as described by
Øyen 1924) and in situ well-preserved shells also
occur. Many pebbles have Balanus growth marks
on their surface. This lowermost unit wedges out
against the dipping bedrock surface and is inter
preted as a littoral lag deposit.
Above this unit an approximately O· 5 m thick
marine clay occurs. The clay has lenses of sand/

lee marginal deposits in Norway have been given
formal names with both a chronological and a
morphological meaning (e.g. stage and substage
(Holtedahl 1960) and Hauersetertrinnet (Hol
tedahl 1924)). We have followed the North
American Stratigraphic Code (NACSN 1983) and
the recommendations of the Norwegian Com
rnitee on Stratigraphy (Nystuen 1986) and have
used the diachrone unit Span. The lateral exten
sion of the ice marginal deposits of the Jessheim
Span (Holtedahl 1924) is uncertain east of Jess
heim, but is interpreted by Longva (1987) to
Iie south of the described locality (Fig. l); this
interpretation is adopted in this paper. The
ML 200m a.s.l. at Dal, north of the site, means
that the area was dry land when the ice margin
stood at that position (Sørensen 1982) (Fig. 1).
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Fig. l. Location map. A. The main ice marginal positions during
deglaciation of the area. B. The Jocation of 14C dates and the
morphology of parts of the Hauerseter delta.
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Fig. 2. Lithostratigraphy at the
Brenni site.
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This brackets the time the shells and balanae lived
to the Hauerseter Span. The locality Iies in a
sheltered position behind Brennifjellet, 5 km
from the root point of the Hauerseter delta at Li.
As the delta expanded, the amount of suspended
material in the seawater increased and the salinity
was reduced. Both these effects would finally kili
the shells and balanae. When they died, the shells
and balanae loosened from the rock surface and
were enriched in the littoral lag and the lower
parts of the elay.
Within the Jimits of the method, the date gives
an age to the formation of the Hauerseter delta.
From Sørensen's (1982)equidistant shoreline dia
gram, it can be seen that the formation took less
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than ca. 80 years. The base of the bog Liamosen
west of Brennifjellet is dated to 9460 ± 170 BP
(T-1843 ;:,.R. Østmo and R. Sørensen in Sørensen
1979). Bottom sdiments in the Nordbytjemet, a
kettle hole just north of Jessheim (Fig. 1),
yielded 9320 ± 240 BP (Sørensen 1982). These
dates, together with a date of the Aker Span
represented by marginal deposits further to the
South (9850 ± 350 BP, T-118 Nydal 1960), led
Sørensen (1979)to estimate an age for the Bauer
seter Span of ca. 95 00BP. The present date over
laps with the Liamosen date within one standard
deviation, but it may suggest that deposition took
place some years earlier than Sørensen (1979)
proposed.
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